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Comfort
Food
How Waffle House
became a disaster
indicator for FEMA
stor y by CL AY DILLOW

ill u s tr a ti o n by j e s s e l e n z

F

or shelter and
supplies after a devastating storm, communities turn to the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA). But for
a clear sense of how bad things are,
FEMA turns to Waffle House. Nearly
a decade ago, Florida’s emergency
management chief, W. Craig Fugate,
noticed that when information was
scarce after a disaster, the status of
a 24-hour Waffle House restaurant
often indicated whether an area had
electricity, gas, and passable roads. So
he created a three-color rating: green
(fully open), yellow (limited menu),
and red (closed). Then he brought it
with him to his current post as FEMA’s
administrator.
Fugate isn’t the first to extrapolate
large trends from unconventional
indicators. Economists at Vanderbilt
University recently used Big Mac
prices to evaluate economic differences among countries that use the
euro and those that use their own
currency. Investment funds trading on
oil reportedly hire aircraft to fly over
the Port of Singapore (through which
half the world’s crude oil is shipped)
to gather anecdotal data on the number of tankers. In China, authorities
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employ an index of the sales of pickled mustard tubers (a
food favored by its working class) to track its migrant workers in the country more accurately than official statistics do.
“The shared, underlying idea is that there are good measures, or proxies, for phenomena that might take a long time
to measure rigorously,” says David Lazer, a computer and
political scientist at Northeastern University.
Lazer and his colleagues work in a field known as network
science, which looks at correlated phenomena to find meaning. Network scientists usually work on problems involving
large data sets. For example, in much the way that Google
Flu Trends analyzes search data (rather than medical data)
to try to predict flu outbreaks faster than the CDC, Lazer’s
team has developed algorithms that comb through mobile
text and voice data (rather than meteorological or seismological data) for patterns generated by real-time emergencies
such as earthquakes, bombings, and blackouts, often detecting them before local authorities do. Useful correlations can
also be derived from small data sets, Lazer says, provided
that each point carries a strong signal. That’s the virtue of
the Waffle House Index: Rather than distilling a meaningful
signal from a noisy, large data set, it uses a few data points
with high-quality signals.
So what makes Waffle Houses so telling? For one, the
chain has 500 similar locations throughout hurricane zones
on the Gulf Coast and Eastern Seaboard as well as hundreds
more across the flood- and tornado-prone Midwest. More
important, Waffle House is a leader in disaster preparedness. It maintains its own fleet of portable generators, operates a mobile command center to assist in disaster recovery,
and trains employees in crisis management to ensure that it

can resume operations as quickly as possible—often within
hours. And since 2012, it reports all this information directly
to FEMA via email.
The Waffle House Index is by no means a scientific indicator (a 2011 tornado destroyed or damaged one third of
Joplin, Missouri, yet the area’s two Waffle Houses remained
open), but its accuracy continues to improve. Last year, the
company began using tropical-storm-tracking software to
help it predict—down to the minute—when any Waffle House
will be affected and when it’s safe to reopen. This allows the
chain to pass its operational status to FEMA sooner, which in
turn helps FEMA respond faster. It also helps Waffle House
get hot meals and coffee to the victims and weary first
responders. “There’s been a real shift in the last few years
toward the private sector and public sector working together
to get communities back up on their feet after a storm,” says
Waffle House vice president of culture Pat Warner. “We’re
just glad to play a part.”

CLOUDY WITH
A CHANCE OF
WAFFLES
The nearly 1,700
Waffle House
restaurants
nationwide [red]
are clustered near
the tracks of the
Atlantic hurricanes
and tropical storms
[gray] that have hit
the continental U.S.
since 1851.

curiosity: on the
road again
By Lilli an Steenblik Hwang

November
26, 2011
The Mars
rover Curiosity
launched from
Cape Canaveral
at 10:02 EST,
aboard the Mars
Science Laboratory spacecraft.

August 6,
2012
Landed in Mars’s
Gale Crater at
1:32 a.m. EDT. It
took its first photo
soon after.
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AUGUST 19,
2012
Shot a millionwatt laser, designed to plasmify
rock. It’s the first
laser of its kind
used extraterrestrially.

September
2012
Discovered an
ancient streambed. Scientists
used the size of
the bed’s pebbles
to calculate that
the stream had
been ankle-to-hip
deep.

February 8,
2013
Performed the
first robotic drilling on another
planet. The geological samples
will be analyzed
for evidence of a
once-wet environment.

July 4, 2013
Began its journey
of about five
miles, at a top
speed of 450 feet
an hour (0.085
mph), to the
lower reaches of
Mount Sharp.

July 2014
Projected to arrive
at Mount Sharp,
where layers of
sedimentary rock
are exposed.
Studying them
could help explain
the history of
Mars’s environment.

